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This invention has reference to apparatus for 
enabling subcutaneous or intra-muscular injec 
tions to be effected single-handed, by the patient 
himself or any other unskilled operator, by 
means of a Syringe and attached hypodermic nee 
dle, the object of thé presént invention being to 
provide an apparatus including a syringe holder 
With means for attaching the syringe holder to 
the limb of the patient in such a manner that 
the needle can be automatically inserted under 
the Skin at the required angle of incision, and 
automatic injection of liquid from the syringe 
can be effected. 
The main advantages of the automatic injec 

tion made possible by my invention, over the 
ordinary injection are that injection can be ef 
fected by the patient himself or by any unskilled 
attendant and that the precise and rapid punce 
ture of the skin by the automatically inserted 
needle renders the injection itself less painful, 
and in the majority of cases quite painless. 
The apparatus effects needle insertion under 

the pressure of a spring or springs released either 
by the patient or by an attendant, and it is a 
further object of the invention to enable needle 
insertion to be effected, if desired, in two stages, 
in the first stage of which the needle is caused 
rapidly to puncture the skin, whereupon the 
needle can be caused slowly to travel under the 
skin. The apparatus also enables the injection 
of the serum or other liquid to be effected either 
by hand pressure on the plunger knob of the 
Syringe or automatically under spring pressure. 
Means may also be provided for controlling or 
regulating the depth of insertion of the needle, 
The apparatus of the present invention com 

prises a Syringe holder having means for at 
tachment to a base piece which may have means 
for Strapping or otherwise clamping it to the limb 
of the patient, a detachable sterilizable needle 
guide carried by the said base piece, Spring means 
On the Syringe holder for urging the syringe to 
Wards the needle guide to effect insertion of the 
needle by movement thereof through the needle 
guide, and one or more spring catches for hold 
ing the Syringe and needle in retracted position. 
The Syringe holder is preferably hingedly at 

tached to the base piece to which alternative 
forms of needle guide may be attached, accord 
ing to whether sub-cutaneous or intra-muscular 
injections are to be performed. The base piece 
may be supported at an adjustable inclination 
by the provision of an adjustable stay or support 
between the syringe holder and the base piece. 
This enables the angle of incision of the needle 
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to be varied as desired. The adjustable stay or 
support may bê removable to enable the syringe 
holder to be laid flat on the base piece when intra 
muscular injections are to be performed. The 
syringe holder may be removably attached to 
the base piece for convenience of attachment of 
the needle to the syringe or insertion of the 
syringe in or its removal from the holder. The 
detachability of the syringe holder also enables 
the needle to be quickly withdrawn when injec 
tion has been completed, while the base piece 
may be detached later i. e. independently of the 
syringe itself. 
The base piece may be a plate of metal or other 

Suitable riaterial ånd may hawe One Or InOre 
straps or arm bands for Securing the base piece 
in position on the limb of the patient. The nee 
dle guide may be an apertured eye piece or a di 
vided hinged eye-piece through which the needle 
is movable, and a V-shaped notch may be pro 
vided on the eye piece to aSSist in guiding the 
point of the needle into and through the aper 
ture of the eye piece. The eye piece detachably 
engages the base piece to enable the needle guide 
to be held removably in position. The Said 
V-shaped notch overlies and exposes the skin 
of the patient at the points of injection, and in 
order that the skin may be stretched and held 
in a stretched condition in the form of a bulge 
protruding into the said notch, the inclined edges 
of the said notch are rolled over towards the 
underside or formed with rolled or beaded edges. 
The syringe holder may be in the form of a 

frame including a, pair of parallel guide mem 
bers on which a cradle is slidable, the cradle be 
ing designed to removably receive and hold a 
standard hypodermic syringe which is held in 
position at its upper end by resting in a U-shaped 
guide connecting the said parallel rods and being . 
held in the said guide from above by means of 
a hinged clamping bar hinged to one of the Said 
IO?S. 
To effect needle insertion, the Cradle is acted oil 

by a pair of helical springs conveniently housed in 
tubes forming the guide members on which the 
cradle is slidable. Attached to the cradle, at 
each side of the Syringe holder or frame, is a guide 
rod or guide member, the upper end of which is 
formed as a catch which can be engaged with 
either of two spring detents mounted On the aS 
sociated tubular guide. These detents are re 
leasable by thumb or finger pressure in pairs 
either separately or together, the arrangement 
being such that if the two uppermost detents, 
one at each side of the Syringe holder, are de 
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pressed, the catches are released and the Springs 
which act on the cradle press the latter down 
wards, inserting the needle rapidly into and a 
short distance under the skin. The catches then 
engage the second pair of detents, thus arrest 
ing the cradle, syringe and needle in a semi 
retracted position. Depression of the Second pair 
of detents, fully releases the catches, thus per 
mitting the springs to press the cradle, Syringe 
and needle further downwards, and pressing the 
needle deeper and slowly under the skin. This 
arrangement enables the needle to be gently in 
serted and avoids possible injury to the patient 
should the needle strike a bone. 

If desired, both pairs of detents may be de 
pressed simultaneously, when the needle will 
make a full stroke and will be inserted more 
rapidly. 
Where the syringe is of extra capacity, for 

instance, of two inch stroke, one or more addi 
tional catches may be provided for regulating 
the length of stroke and consequent depth of 
needle insertion, particularly when injections 
other than sub-cutaneous are to be performed. 
On the insertion of the needle, liquid injection 

is effected, either by the patient or by an attend 
ant, on depressing the plunger of the Syringe. 
My invention also consists in the provision of 

means for effecting automatic injection, that is 
to say, under the release of spring pressure. For 
this purpose a spring-operated plunger presser is 
combined with and preferably detachable from 
the syringe holder. The plunger presser com 
prises an extension frame detachably fitted to 
the upper end of the frame forming the Syringe 
holder. The extension frame may be constituted 
by a pair of connected tubes, each of which 
houses a helical spring pressing downwards upon 
a crosshead or pressure plate slidable on the 
tubes, the crosshead being provided, in a similar 
manner to the cradle for the Syringe, with a pair 
of side rods movable through tubular guides on 
the extension frame and formed at their proper 
ends as catches engaged by a pair of Spring de 
tents, one at each side of the extension frame, 
these detents engaging the catches when the 
croshead is fully retracted. The crosshead is So 
positioned, when fully retracted and when the 
Syringe and needle are in the fully retracted po 
sition, that the crosshead is just clear of the 
plunger knob of the retracted plunger of the 
Syringe. In consequence thereof, when needle 
insertion takes place and the plunger knob moves 
downward with the Syringe, the plunger knob is 
spaced from the crosshead. In order that the 
crosshead may act on the plunger rod to effect 
injection, I provide a spacing member for inser 
tion beneath the crosshead. In this latter posi 
tion, depression of the detents on the extension 
frame releases the crosshead which, under the 
action of the springs presing thereon, urges the 
Spacing member downwards upon the plunger 
knob, So that injection then takes place. 
The Spacing member is preferably made resil 

ient in order to absorb shock when the detents on 
the extension frame are released and the CrOSS 
head makes initial impact on the spacing mem 
ber. Preferably, the extension frame is pro 
vided with two pairs of spring detents operative 
Successively, so that release of the first pair of 
detents permits the crosshead to be pressed 
against the resilient spacing member, thus tak 
ing up the initial shock, whereupon release of 
the Second pair of detents permits the crosshead 
to press the plunger of the syringe slowly in 
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4 
wards through the medium of the intermediate 
spacing member. 
To provide for cases where only a fraction of 

the volume of the syringe is required for in 
jection, in which case the plunger of the Syringe 
is not fully retracted, an adjustable Screw or 
other adjustment member may be provided, for 
example, on the crosshead, to Screw down upon 
the resilient spacing member, in order that 
downward movement of the crosshead, when re 
leased, will transmit movement to the partially 
retracted plunger of the syringe. 
The invention will be more readily under 

stood by reference to the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical longitudinal Sectional view 
of a syringe holder according to the invention, 
with the syringe and needle in a retracted 
position. 

Fig. 2 shows the Syringe holder and Syringe of 
Fig. 1 in elevation, in the position shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 shows the syringe holder and Syringe 
of Fig. 1 in elevation and part section, with the 
needle in a partly retracted position. 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 with the needle 
fully projected. 

Fig. 4 (sheet 1) is a sectional view of a form 
of spring-loaded catch hereinafter mentioned. 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the Syringe 
cradle shown in Figs. to 4. 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a needle-inser 
tion regulating clamp. 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a base piece 
for the Syringe holder. 

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are plan, front and side 
views respectively of a detachable needle guide 
for use with the base piece shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of an alternative 
construction of base piece. 

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of a needle guide 
for use with the base piece seen in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14 is a vertical cross-sectional view on the 
line 4-4 in Fig. 13. 

Figs. 15, 16 and 17 are rear, side and plan 
views respectively of a further form of needle 
guide for use with the base piece shown in Fig. 
12 for intra-muscular injection. 

Fig. 18 is a front and part sectional view show 
ing a syringe plunger presser in a fully retracted 
position. 

Fig. 19 is a front view showing the plunger 
presser according to Fig. 18 in a fully extended 
position and connected to a Syringe holder of 
the form shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 20 is a plan view of the presser shown in 
Fig. 18. 

Fig. 21 is a vertical sectional view of an al 
ternative form of syringe plunger presser in a 
fully retracted position. 

Fig. 22 is a front view showing the presser 
according to Fig. 21 in a, fully extended position. 

Fig. 23 is a cross-sectional view on the line 
23-23 in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 24 is a cross-sectional view on the line 
24-24 in Fig. 21. 

Sig. 25 is a side view of a general assembly of 
base piece, inclined needle guide, syringe holder 
and connected Syringe presser, in position on a 
limb for effecting sub-cutaneous injection. 

Fig. 26 is a side view of a general assembly of 
base piece, needle guide and Syringe holder, in 
position adjacent a part of the body for effecting 
intra-muscular injection. 

Referring now to the drawings, the main com 



5 
ponent parts of the injection apparatus illus 
trated are indicated by the following general 
references: Base piece A, inclined needle guide 
B, intra-nuscular injection needle guide. C. 
Syringe holder C, and syringe plunger presser E. 
The base piece A shown in Fig. 8 comprises a, 

Substantially flat base Izaember 33 having a Stay 
or support 3 li vertically extensible by the provi 
sion of an adjustable Screw-threaded head 3 a. 
The support, 3 may be renovably secured to the 
base member 30. An expanding oir adjustable 
arm band 32 may be fitted to the end of the base 
member 30 adjacent the support 3, and an ad 
justable band or strap 33 may be passed through 
slots 34 in the base member 30 in order to enable 
the base piece. A to be secured in position on a 
limb of the patient as shown, for example, in 
Fig. 25. A pair of upstanding apertured lugs 35 
and a pair of guide slots 36 are provided on the 
base member 30 and permit the syringe holder 
D. to be detachably secured thereto. Means are 
provided for detachably securing the inclined 
needle guide B to the base member 3G and may 
comprise a pair of slotted guide members 3 Se 
cured to the upper surface of the base member 33, 
One on each side of a recess 33 formed in the 
end of the base member 36. The edges of the 
recess 38 may be bent downwards, as shown at 
38a, to provide skin-contacting lips on the base 
member 38. A pair of pivoted lugs 39 are also 
provided for retaining the inclined needle guide 
B in position 0; the base member 30. 
The inclined needle guide B, as shown in Figs. 9 

to 11, may comprise a flat plate 49 adapted to 
side into position between the slotted guide 
members 3. A centrally disposed W-shaped re 
ceSS. 4 is formed in the plate 49 and a trough 
inember 42 is Secured to the plate 40 beneath the 
receSS 4. A needle guide member, in the form 
of a bridge-piece 42d, is pivotally mounted on . 
the plate 49 and a small recess 43 is formed in 
the bridge-piece 42a. When the needle guide B 
is attached to the base member 30, the trough 
member 42 will overlie a part of the recess. 38, 
and the lugs 39 may be moved into a position to 
prevent displacement of the needle guide B. 
When the Syriage holder D is fitted in an in 
clined position on the base member 3, the hy 
podermic needle is entered in the recess 43 in 
the bridge-piece 42a and thus will be guided for 
movement, therein. The trough mernber 42 pre 
vents the needle entering any part of the skin 
of the patient other than that confined beneath 
the Skin-contacting edges of the recess 36 in the 
base member 30. 
An alternative form of base piece A is shown 

in Fig. 12 and comprises a base plate 44 having a 
pair of pivoted hooks 45 at one end and a slotted 
guide bracket 46 at the other end, in which is 
received an inclined needle guide B such as shown 
in FigS, 13 and 14, or an intra-muscular injection 
needle guide C. Such as shown in Figs, 15 and 16. 
A clamping device, Such as a Screw, 4, is pro 
Wided for Securing the neede guide, in the backet 
S6, and a pair of upstanding apertured lugs. 48 is 
positioned adjacent the bracket 46 to provide 
means for detachably securing the syringe 
holder D to the base piece 44. Clamps (not 
shown) may be provided on the plate 44 for 
holding the Syringe holder flat thereon in the 
position shown in Fig. 26 and finger pieces may 
be provided on the underside of the plate 44 for 
enabling the plate 44 to be held in one hand dur 
ing injection operations. Slots 49 in the base 
plate 44 permit an adjustable strap to be se 
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SS of which is hinged to the lower part at 6. 

cured thereto, and an internally screw-threaded 
bOSS 50 is provided on the base plate 44 for the 
reception, if desired, of a vertically adjustable 
Support, such as 3 in Fig. 8. 
The inclined needle guide B shown in Figs. 13 

and 14 is provided at one end with a tongue 5 
Which is received in the slotted guide bracket 46. 
The other end of the guide is notched and the 
edges of the notch are bent downwards to form 
skin-contacting lips 52. A bridge piece 53 is 
pivoted on the body portion of the needle guide 
and is provided with a tapered needle-receiving 
groove 54 adjacent a corresponding needle-re 
ceiving groove 54a, on the body portion of the 
needle guide. A clip 55, pivoted to the body por 
tion of the needle guide, serves to retain the 
bridge-piece 53 in position, and a slot 56 is 
formed in the body portion to permit the needle 
to enter between the grooves 54 and 54d. 
The needle guide B is designed for use when 

it is desired to effect sub-cutaneous injection and 
to make an incision in the skin at an angle in 
clined to the surface of the limb or body of the 
patient. For this purpose the syringe holder D 
is Secured to the base piece A in an inclined po 
sition, as shown, for example, in Fig. 25. 
To effect intra-muscular injections substan 

tially at right angles to the surface of the limb 
or body of the patient, a needle guide C such as 
shown in Figs. 5 and 16 is provided. Moreover, 
When the needle guide C is used, the Syringe 
holder D may be secured to the base piece A in 
a substantially fiat position as shown, for ex 
ample, in Fig. 26. v 
The needle guide C (Figs. 15 and 16) may con 

prise a skin contacting bifurcated member 5 
extending from a tongue 58 at-right angles to the 
member 57 and adapted to be received in the 
bracket 46 On the baSe plate 4 £. "The arms of 
the bifurcated member 5, each carry the lower 
half 59 of a divided bridge piece, the upper part 

A. 
boss 62 is formed on the bridge piece 6) and is 
provided with a tapered aperture 63 for the 
reception of the injection needle which is guided 
for movement therein. S4 is a means of facili 
tating the opening and shutting of the bridge 
60 with forceps or fingers. Bridge piece 59 (Fig. 
15) will be permanently attached on both sides 
of the bifurcated piece 5 so that only one bracket 
59a is necessary for receiving the opening part of 
the bridge 60 and is secured by 65. It has been 
found unnecessary to remove the bridge 69 as 
the whole guide C will be sterilised. 

It will be seen that thet needle guides B. and C 
are easily removable from the base piece A, thus 
permitting the needles guides to be sterilised. 
The hinged bridge pieces on the needle guides 
facilitate insertion and renoval of the needle in 
the needle guides and permit these operations to 
be performed without removing the needle guide 
from the base piece, 
Referring now to the syringe holder D which is 

shown in Figs, 1 to. 6, a frame 68 is provided with 
a pair of parallel tubular guide menbers 69 
Secured thereto and O. Which a cradle. f is 
mounted for sliding movement. As shown in Fig. 
6, the cradle 7 is provided with arcuate aper 
tures for receiving the guide members 69. The 
cradle removably receives and retains a stand 
ard hypodermic syringe 2 which rests in a 
U-shaped support member 73 connecting the 
side members of the frame 68. A clamp 14 is 
hinged at one end to one of the guide members 
69, and is adapted to Overlap, the Syringe. 2 and 



to be engaged with the other guide member 69 to 
prevent displacement of the Syringe 72. A pro 
jecting toe piece 75 on the cradle 70 prevents 
axial movement of the syringe 72 when clamped 
in the Syringe holder. 
Means are provided permitting the Syringe 

holder ID to be detachably Secured to the base 
piece A and may comprise, as shown in Fig. 5, 
spring urged catches 76 secured to the lower end 
of each of the guide members 69. A hooked slid 
ing member 77 is housed in a tubular casing 78 
forming the spring housing of the catch 76. In 
order to secure the syringe holder D to the base 
piece A, the sliding members 7 are drawn out 
and then allowed to engage in the apertured lugs 
35 or 48 provided for this purpose on the respec 
tive base pieces A. A web 79 on each of the 
tubular casings 8 is positioned in the guide slots 
36 when the syringe holder D is secured to the 
base piece A shown in Fig. 8. The upper ends 
of the guide members 69 are provided with fer 
rules 80 which, when the Syringe holder D is 
secured to the base piece A shown in Fig. 12, 
may be inserted beneath the pivoted hooks 45. 
The vertically adjustable support 3 on the base 
piece A may be retained thereon, or removed, 
according to whether it is desired to effect Sub 
cutaneous, or intra-muscular injection. 
To effect needle insertion, the cradle 70 is acted 

on by a pair of helical springs 8 housed in the 
tubular guide members 69 and arranged to move 
over a fixed guide rod 82 secured in the guide 
members 69. Attached to the cradle 70, at each 
side of the syringe 72, is a catch rod 83 movable 
through a tubular guide 84 Secured to the frame 
68. The upper end of each catch rod 83 is pro 
vided with a recess which can be engaged with 
either an upper detent 85, or a lower detent 86, 
mounted on or forming part of SpringS 8 Secured 
at their Jower ends to the tubular guide 84 or to 
the frame 68. The detents 85 and 86 are releaS 
able by thumb or finger pressure in pairs, either 
separately or together, the arrangement being 
such that, if the upper pair of detents 85 is de 
pressed, the catch rods 83 are released and the 
springs 8 act on the cradle TO and press it down 
Wards until arrested, as shown in Fig. 3, by the 
lower pair of detents 86 engaging the recesses in 
the catch rods 83. This initial movement of the 
cradle TO serves rapidly to insert the hypodermic 
needle into and a short distance under the Skin, 
as illustrated in Fig. 25. Depression of the lower 
pair of detents 86 again releases the catch rods 
83, thus permitting the springs 8 to urge the 
cradle still further downwards to press the needle 
deeper and slowly under the skin until the cradle 
To reaches the fully extended position shown in 
Fig. 4. 
The arrangement described permits the needle 

to be gently inserted, and avoids shock and poS 
sible injury to the patient should the needle en 
counter a bone. If desired, both pairs of detents 
85 and 86 may be depressed simultaneously, when 
the needle will make a full unimpeded stroke and 
will thus be inserted more rapidly. 

In certain cases it may be desirable to limit the 
length of the stroke of the injection needle and, 
as illustrated by way of example in Fig. 7, means 
may be provided to control or regulate the depth 
of insertion of the needle. As shown in Fig. 7, 
the tubular guide members 69 are provided with 
an adjustable camp. 88 adapted to be Secured, as 
by clamping Screws 89, in any desired position on 
the guide members 69. The clamp 88 may be 
detachable from the guide members 69 which, as 
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8. 
shown, may be inscribed with index markings 
indicating the depth of insertion of the needle. 
In operation, the clamp. 88 acts as a stop against 
which the cradle TO rests when extended, thus 
limiting the stroke of the needle. Any other 
suitable means may be provided for regulating 
the length of the outstroke of the cradle. Where 
depth of needle insertion is regulated by means 
additional to the catch rods 83, the latter may be 
employed to effect initial insertion of the needle 
into the skin. One or both pairs of detents 85 
and 86 may be mounted for slidable movement 
on the tubular guides 84 and adapted to engage 
in a recess in the catch rods 83, or one pair of 
detents may be dispensed with. 
On the insertion of the needle, injection is ef 

fected, either by the patient or by an attend 
ant, by depressing a plunger 90 in the Syringe 
T2 in known manner. 
My invention further provides means for ef 

fecting automatic injection, that is to Say, under 
the release of spring pressure, urging the Syringe 
plunger 90 downwardly to inject Serum or SOme 
other fiuid into the body of the patient after an 
incision has been made. For this purpose the 
spring-operated plunger presser E is fitted to 
the Syringe holder D. 
One form of detachable plunger presser E is 

shown in Figs. 21 to 24 and comprises an ex 
tension frame detachably fitted, as by means of 
sleeves 9, to the ferrules 80 on the Syringe 
holder D. Locking pins (not shown) may be in 
serted in holes provided for the purpose in the 
ferrules 80 and sleeves 9, or the ferrules 80 
and sleeves 9 may be detachably connected to 
gether in any other manner. The extension 
frame comprises a pair of connected tubes 92 
housing a helical spring, or springS 93 pressing 
downwards upon a crosshead or pressure plate 
94 mounted for slidable movement on the tubes 
92, the crosshead 94 being provided, in a sin 
ilar manner to the syringe cradle 70, with a pair 
of Side catch rods 95 movable through tubular 
guides 96 secured to wing members 97 on the 
extension frame - and provided at their upper 
ends with recesses engaged by a pair of Spring 
detents 98, one at each side of the extension 
frame, these detents 98 engaging the recesses 
in the catch rods 95 when the crosshead 94 is fully 
retracted, as shown in Fig. 21. The crosshead 94 
is so positioned, when fully retracted and when 
the Syringe 72 and needle are in the fully re 
tracted position, that the crosshead 94 is just 
clear of the head of the plunger 90 of the Syringe 
72. In order that the crosshead 94 may act on 
the plunger 90 to effect injection, a resilient Spac 
ing member 99 is provided. The Spacing member 
99, in the example illustrated, is in the form of 
a sleeve having an enlarged head for contacting 
the head of the plunger 9). A sleeve guide 00 
is secured to the crosshead between the tubes 92 
and receives the spacing member 99 which is 
mounted for slidable movement therein. A heli 
cal spring Of... is housed in the spacing member 
99 and conveniently abuts at one end against a 
spring pad in the form of a rod 02 Secured to the 
upper end of the sleeve guide 00. The resiliently 
urged spacing member 99 forms a resilient buffer 
or shock absorber between the crosshead 94 and 
the head of the plunger 90 to absorb shock when 
the detents 98 are disengaged from the catch rods 
95 and the crosshead 94 makes initial contact 
with the spacing member 99. As the action of the 
Spring O is normally to urge the Spacing men 

75 ber 99 away from the crosshead 94, the spacing 
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member 99 effectively provides a resilient buffer 
between the crosshead 94, and the head of the 
plunger 90. A second pair of detents 98 may be 
proVided on the extension frame to be operative 
after the first pair, So that release of the first 
pair of detents permits: the crosshead 94 to be 
preSSed against the head of the Spacing member 
99, thus taking up the initial shock, whereupon re 
lease of the Second pair of detents permits: the 
croSShead S4 to press the plunger 3, of the 
Syringe. 2 SOWilly inwards through the medium 
of the intermediate Spacing member 99. Where 
Only a fraction of the Volume of the Syringe 72 is 
required for injection, in which case: the plunger 
99 of the Syringe 2 is only partly retracted, the 
head of the spacing member 99 may be screw 
threaded to the sleeve thereof to screw down upon 
the head of the plunger 90, thereby transmitting 
movement to the plunger 90 and at the same 
time acting to absorb the shock on initial release 
of the catch rods. 95. 
In Figs. 18 to 20, a modified form of plunger 

preSSerE is illustrated. In this instance the cross 
head 94 is slidable on tubes S2 connected together 
by an extension frame. 33, and Side: catch rods 
95 are provided Slidable in tubular guides 96 se 
cured to the extension frame 3, Ehe catch 
rods 95 may be provided with a number of re 
ceSSes, any one of which may be engaged by the 
Spring detentS 93. By providing a number of re 
cesses in the catch... rods: S5, the crosshead 9: 
may be allowed to move: OutWards to any desired 
extent to make contact With the head of the 
plunger 9. The crosshead 94 is acted on by a 
helical Spring 94a. On the sleeve guide 00 and 
bearing at its upper end against a spring pad 04 
connecting the tubes 92. The sleeve. guide. 
receives the spacing member 99 in a manner simi 
lar to that already described with reference to 
Figs. 21 and 22. Furthermore, two pairs of de 
tents. 98.may be provided for the purpose of per 
initting the croSShead 94 to move and contact 
the head of the Spacing member 99, and, when 
the Second pair of detents. 93 is released, to press 
the head of the plunger: 99. downwards. The sew 
eral recesses in the catch rods 95 permit the ac 
tion of the plunger presser E to be arrested at 
any instant merely by engaging the detents' 98 
in the desired recesses. 
In Fig. 25 the plunger presser Eis shown con 

nected to the Syringe holder D in an inclined 
position relative to the base piece A and limb 
of the patient, 
In Fig. 26 the Syringe holder D is in position 

On the base piece A for effecting intra-nuscular 
injection. In either case, the plunger presser E 
may be attached to the Syringe holder D to pro 
vide automatic injection of Serum. 
The detents on the Syringe holder D may be 

interconnected, by any convenient means, with 
the detents on the plunger presser ESO that, on 
releasing the former detents, the detents on the 
plunger presser E. Will also be released to effect 
automatic injection. 

It Will be understood that the invention is not 
limited to the actual detailed construction of the 
partS illustrated in the accompanying dra Wings, 
which are given only as example. For instance, 
the base piece A may be of any convenient con 
Struction adapted to detachably receive and Sup 
port a syringe holder and a detachable needle 
guide; also the base piece may or may not be 
provided with means for attachment to the limb 
of a patient; moreover, the Support 3 holding 
the Syringe holder in an inclined position may be 
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10, 
of any suitable construction either fixed or de 
tachably fitted to the base piece A. Likewise, the 
COIStruction of the. Syringe holder and the means. 
for moving the Syringe and needle relatively to. 
the holder and regulating such movement may be 
Varied. Within the scope of the appended claims. 
Also, any Suitable form of needle guide may be 
provided. Fhe construction of the resilient 
plunger presse E, may also be varied. Within the 
Scope of the appended claims, and in place of the 
Spring-Qperated Spacing member 99, which is pro 
vided to act, as a buffer or shock absorber, the 
Spring-operated spacing member may be replaced 
by a pheughatic or hydraulic shock absorbing de 
Vice. Instead of the rods, 83 sliding in tubes 84. 
and having recesses engaged by spring. catches 
85 and 85, the meanbers. 83 may be, tubular sleeves 
Slidable on guide rodis, ratchet teeth on the tiu 
bular sleeves-being engaged by the spring catches 
25, and 86. 

claim: 
1. Surgical injection apparatus comprising a 

base plate adapted for attachment to the limb of 
a patient, a Syriage holder in the form of a pair 
of parallel interconnected frame members, spaced, 
apart, garallel guide neimbers extending one 
froii) each of Said frame members, means for de 
tachably attaching said, guide. members to, said, 
base plate, a Syringe-supporting cradle mounted 
foi Sliding movement, on said guide, members, 
Irieais mounted on said fraine members, for re 
taining a Syringe in a Supported position in said, 
Cradle; Spring means arranged to urge said cradle. 
outwards away from said frame members, finger-, 
Operable detent means for releasably, retaining. 
Said. Cradle in a fully retracted position, addi 
tional finger-operable detent naeans, for releas 
ably retaining said cradle in a partially retracted; 
position, and a separate needle guide detachably, 
carried. On the base. plate and positioned thereon 
to receive. and guide, the needle of a syriage sup 
ported in Said Cradle; during movement of said 
Cradle towards Ol' away, from its fully retracted. 
or partially retracted positions. 

2. Apparatus according to claim. 1 including.an 
extension frame, detachably fitted to... said frame: 
members, a spring-operated plunger. presser. 
mounted on Said extension frame and positioned 
to coact with the plunger of a syringe supported 
in Said Cradle, and finger-operable detent means 
On Said extension frame for releasably retaining 
Said presser against pressure on said plunger. 

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 including 
means for detachably hinging the Syringe holder 
to the base plate, and means for supporting said 
holder upon Said plate in an adjustably inclined 
position. 

4. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 including 
means for detachably hinging the Syringe holder 
to the base plate, and means for Supporting said 
holder upon said plate in an adjustably inclined 
position, Said last-imentioned means being re 
movable to permit said holder to be laid flat on 
said base plate. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein 
the needle guide is constituted by a diametrically 
divided eye-piece, one half of which is carried 
by a member detachably attached to the base 
plate, and the other half of which is carried by 
a bridge hinged at One end to said member and 
having means for releaSably locking it at the 
other end to said member. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim wherein the 
needle guide comprises a tongue for detachable 
engagement With the base plate, a notched ex 



tension of said tongue, the edges of the notch in 
said extension being bent downwards, a needle 
receiving groove in said extension adjacent said 
notch, a bridge piece bridging said groove and 
having a complementary needle receiving gl'OOWe 
therein, means for hinging said bridge piece at 
one end to said extension, and means for releasa 
bly locking said bridge piece in position. 

7. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1 wherein the 
needle guide comprises a bifurcated member, a 
tongue extending from said member at right 
angles thereto for detachable engagement With 
the base plate, and a divided bridge-piece con 
stituted by a lower bar extending acroSS Said bi 
furcated member, an upper bar hinged to 
said lower bar, and a diametrically divided 
eye-piece, the halves of which are carried by Said 
bars. 

8. Surgical apparatus comprising a Syringe 
holder in the form of a pair of parallel frame 
members spaced apart, a yoke connecting Said 
members, a pair of parallel guide members ex 
tending one from each of Said frame members, a 
Syringe-supporting cradle mounted for Sliding 
movement on said guide members, a hinged clamp 
coacting with said yoke to slidably retain a 
Syringe therebetween, locating means on Said 
cradle for preventing axial movement of the 
Syringe with respect to the cradle, Spring means 
arranged to urge Said cradle outwards away from 
said frame members, finger-operable detent 
means for releasably retaining said cradle in the 
fully retracted position, and additional finger 
operable detent means for releasably retaining 
said cradle in a partially retracted position. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 including 
means for regulating the length of the stroke of 
the Cradle and consequent depth of needle in 
Sertion. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 8 including 
an extension frame detachably fitted to the 
Syringe holder, a crosshead slidably mounted in 
Said extension frame, Spring means urging said 
Crosshead towards said holder, finger-operable 
detent means for releasably holding said cross 
head in a retracted position, a resilient Spacing 
member carried by said crosshead and positioned 
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to coact with the plunger of a syringe mounted 
in Said holder, and means for guiding axial move 
ment of Said spacing member in Said crosshead. 

11. Apparatus according to claim 8 including 
an extension frame detachably fitted to the 
Syringe holder, a croSShead slidably mounted in 
Said extension frame, a resilient spacing member 
carried by Said Crosshead and positioned to co 
act with the plunger of a Syringe mounted in said 
holder, and means for guiding axial movement 
of Said spacing member in said crosshead, spring 
means urging said crosshead towards said holder, 
finger-operable detent means for releasably hold 
ing said crosshead in a fully retracted position 
in which said spacing member is out of contact 
With the Syringe plunger, and additional finger 
operable detent means for releasably holding said 
CrOSShead in a position in which said spacing 
member makes initial contact with the syringe 
plunger. - 

12. Apparatus according to claim 8 including 
an extension frame detachably fitted to the 
Syringe holder, a crosshead slidably mounted in 
Said extension frame, Spring means urging said 
CrOSShead towards Said holder, finger-operable 
detent means for releasably holding said cross 
head in a retracted position, a resilient spacing 
member carried by Said Crosshead and positioned 
to coact with the plunger of a syringe mounted 
in Said holder, and means for guiding axial move 
ment of Said Spacing member in said crosshead, 
Said Spacing member being of axially adjustable 
length. 
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